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Abstract

This guide gives a brief introduction on setting up the HBU2 hard- and software for
first measurements with LEDs, using the external trigger mode of the SPIROC2b
chip.
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Figure 1: HBU2 and SIB mounted on lab support structure.
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1 Mechanical Setup

First make sure your lab setup is assembled as shown in Figure 1. For the power flex-
connector (1) and the signal flex-connector (2) to work, the HBU and the SIB need to
be very well aligned. If the flex-connectors won’t fit, loosen the HBU’s screws a bit
to give it some flexibility in position. You will feel the connectors clicking into place
with slight pressure. Make sure to use the right flexlead for both connections (they are
labeled POWER and SIGNAL both on the PCB and the flexlead).

Install the mezzanine cards in the right slots for DIF (3), CALIB (4) and POWER
(5). Your DIF PCB might look slightly different than the picture. Connect the USB (7),
configure your power supply and plug in the power connector (6). For first connectivity
tests, the SiPM bias voltage (violet cable) should be switched off to reduce risk to the
SiPMs.

Assembly of SiPMs should be done after testing the communication between DIF and
PC. Make sure to install each SiPM at its intended location (as individual bias voltages
per channel are already set up) (haben die die Liste? ggfs. nochmal anhaengen?).

2 Basic Connectivity and setup

Before starting to use the LabView software provided, please keep in mind that it was
never intended for use by ”non-experts”. As such, usage of the software may seem rather
complicated at first, sorry for that ;-).

After connecting everything as discussed before, enable your +6V and +12V power
supplies. Windows should now recognize a new USB device and eventually install drivers
as needed.

Once drivers are installed, load the main DAQ software ahcal SP2b versProto8.vi. Go
to the System/USB Init tab (Figure 2) and run the VI. All USB status indicators (2)
should be green once the VI is running. If some indicators do not turn green right away,
try stopping the VI via STOP button (1). This will cause the USB connection to be
properly closed. Aborting the VI will not close the USB connection first (after the initial
USB connection is established, it is usually possible to start-stop the VI at any time
without losing the connection).

Once the USB connection is established try communication with the DIF by switching
the ASIC on and off with the buttons in (3). Set and Ack indicators next to each button
need to stay green during this, otherwise there is a problem with communication.

Now slowcontrol data can be written into the ASICs. For this change to the Slow Con-
trol tab of the LabView application as shown in Figure 3. Every time you have reopened
the LabView application, make sure to first set the correct version of SPIROC used in
(1). In your case this is always SPIROC2b. Verify that the Choose SPIROC! button is
active and press Define. Premade Slowcontrol files (dateinamen HBUXX ???.txt) have
been provided with the sofware. Put the paths to these slowcontrol files into (2). Write
the slowcontrol information into the DIF by pressing (3), you should see the raw data
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Figure 2: The System/USB Init tab.
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Figure 3: The Slowcontrol tab.
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transferred in (4). Now reset the current slowcontrol registers of the ASICs by pressing
(5) and then transfer the new configuration to the chips with (6).

Figure 4: The Calibration tab.

The Calibration tab (Figure 4) is used to set up the DIF, CALIB and POWER board
configuration. In (1) set up delay line 1 to 0 ns by selecting Delay Line 1 in the dropdown
menu, set Delay (ns) to 0 and press Set. Reading back the value for line 1 via Read
should then return 13 ns (I told you this would get messy... ;-)). In the same way set
line 3 to 40 ns, only that this time it will correctly read back as 40 ns.

In the DACs section (2) switch off all calibration systems for now by selecting each
DAC1 and DAC2 in the dropdown menu and pressing the OFF button in both settings.
Also set the DAC1 voltage to 0mV and confirm via the Set DAC Write button.

In the Enable Section (3) replicate the pattern as shown in Figure 4 except for the
Pre Bias 2 switch (marked blue on the screenshot) and press Set. When Pre Bias 2
is active, the full bias voltage is applied to the SiPMs, while disabled Pre Bias 2 only
applies 10V over the Sensors to guard against damaging currents.

To test the readout data transfer, first go to the System/USB Init tab and switch on
the readout system via (3) in Figure 2. Now return to the Lab: Take Data tab (Figure 5)
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tab. Put any filename into the input field (5), set up (1) and (2) (welche chip ids haben
die slowcontrol files von denen?) as shown on the screenshot. Then press the START
button to start your first externally triggered readouts.

You should see the graphs refreshing around every second with patterns similar to
the screenshot in Figure 5 five times. Also the ChipIDs inSlab list in (2) should show
four different entries (hier wieder CHIPIDs aus deren slowcontrols einsetzen). If this has
worked: congratulations, you have successfully set up your HBU hard- and software and
read out some rather meaningless pedestals! (sind die chipids im labview per default
korrekt gesetzt?)

3 Taking Data With LEDs

Figure 5: The Lab: Take Data tab.

To take take with the built-in LED calibration system, first go back to the Calibration
tab. In (2) activate DAC1 by selecting DAC1 in the dropdown menu and pressing ON.
The DAC1 indicator below the ON/OFF buttons should change its color. Set the LED
voltage (usually referred to as V CALIB) around 6500mV. This should give you some
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signal in most SiPMs (this depends a lot on your SiPMs etc.). Switch on SiPM biasing
by enabling Pre Bias 2 (marked blue in (3)) and then pressing Set. (wie ist deren setup
aufgebaut? haben die eine plexiplatte unter dem hbu? dann koennen die ja sogar ohne
echte kacheln LEDs sehen mit ihren surface mount SiPMs)

Return to the Lab: Take Data tab, set a filename and configure (1) with No. cycles =
5, No. ext. Trig = 2 and set the Distance Trigger 2 field to 255 for LED measurements.
Start the measurement. The live displays (3) and (4) should refresh several times. In
the preconfigured setup provided, only (3) is of interest, as (4) shows TDC data that is
not relevant at the moment. Figure 6 shows how to interpret the graphs shown on the
live display. To get a better idea of how many channels are showing LED signals, it is
easiest to zoom the x-Axis after data acquisition has stopped to show only one memory
cell segment. If LED signals are correctly detected in the SiPMs, several channels should
show signals well above the pedestal level seen previously. If no significant signal above
pedestal level is shown, try increasing the LED voltage in the Calibration tab.

Figure 6: Example of a HBU DAQ live display. In this picture only one channels shows
signal, while the rest give pedestal level readings. The 16 memory cells of
the chip are read out in reverse order (as depicted by red numbers). In each
memory cell segment, all 36 channels are transferred sequentially (shown in
green numbers. Because of an ASIC bug, the first trigger (red 1) always returns
full zeros.

The data of two chips can be shown in the live display, selectable by their ChipID in
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(2). Regardless of which chips are shown in the live display, all data will be written into
the output file.

Up to 16 events can be stored in the chip before each readout, but the actual number
of events generated between readouts can be set via No. ext. Trig in (1). Setting it to
values greater than 16 thus does not have any effect. The first event stored in the chip
will always return full zeros, so setting No. ext. Trig to 1 will not give any meaningful
data. The number of readout cycles to be taken before the measurement stops is set via
No. cycles. Depending on the quality of your SiPMs, around 10k-50k total events are
needed to measure a meaningful single photon spectrum.

3.1 Common problems

Problem: Non-responsive GUI buttons, Set/Ack indicators turn red.
Solution: Communication with DIF is broken. Stop the VI, reset the DIF (power cycle
or reset button on PCB) and start the VI. Redo full software setup routine.

Problem: No data, empty live displays, but cycle number increases
Solution: Probably the system is not turned on. Go to the System/Usb Init tab and
press the ON button. If this does not help, reset DIF and redo initial setup routine.

Problem: No signal above pedestal, but live display is refreshing.
Solution: Many possible causes. Make sure that TCALIB2, Pre Bias 2, PWR LED
are set in (3) on the Calibration tab. Confirm Delay Line 3 in (1) is set to 40 ns. Check
that DAC1 in (2) is switched on and set high enough. Also check your +12V and HV
power supplies for correct output voltage.

4 Using the Data

Two kinds of output files are generated. The .dat files are meant to be read back into
LabView, while the .txt files are in a parsable ASCII format.

A parser that writes data from a .txt files into root-trees is provided with this tutorial.
Check the source in convert root/src/convert root.cpp, it should be pretty much self
explanatory. You can either run the code through the root C interpreter or compile it
using the makefiles in convert root/Debug/. A small example of reading a tree, filling
some of the data into a histogram and performing a simple multi-peak fit is given in
spsfit simple/. A makefile is provided in spsfit simple/Debug as well.

5 Advanced stuff

Information about automatisation of measurements will be added in a later version of
this tutorial.
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